Job description – Software Engineer

Company Profile
RiverBank is a specialised lender dedicated to financing Small and Medium Enterprises with focus on
Benelux, Germany and France. RiverBank operates under a full European Banking License allowing to
cover all European countries.
RiverBank’s mission is to combine the best of the fintech and banking world. As experienced bankers, we
commit the bank's balance sheet to grant loans which we analyse using a fundamental credit approach.
As a fintech player, we digitally source, process and monitor the loans. Riverbank is growing fast both
organically and through acquisitions.
As a young company, the talent and passion of our people is critical to our success. Together, we share a
common set of values rooted in integrity, excellence and strong team work. RiverBank will offer an
entrepreneurial environment within the regulatory banking framework - a place for people to learn, to
achieve and grow. Our culture will promote diversity and individual perspectives in an international
environment, represented by more than 10 nationalities.
Role Profile
Technology is a vital part of the Bank’s strategy for platform development. We are seeking a Software
Engineer working within our software engineering team to build innovative products and portfolio
management solutions. To succeed in this role, you should be a strong analytical thinker with a “can do”
attitude.
Challenges


Designing and building applications such as user interfaces, APIs and microservices



Taking into account performance, tests, documentation etc



Working within a regulatory framework

Must have


No diploma required, passion and skills are sufficient



Solid experience building web applications



At least one significant experience using intensively C# and/or Angular



Eager to learn new skills



Result oriented and focus on the value created by your developments



Good communication skills and can speak & write English and/or French

Nice to have


Experience with Entity Framework



Experience with containers



Experience with CI/CD

Our stack


.NET Framework 4.7 and .NET Core 2.1



Angular 8 and Vue.js



Python



Spark



R



SQL Server, Cosmos DB, Blob Storage



Docker



Kubernetes



Teamcity



Hybrid cloud

Please submit your application to: careers@riverbank.eu or contact Susanne Schramm, HR Manager
+352 27493710
RiverBank is an equal opportunities employer. We work to provide a supportive and inclusive environment
where all individuals can maximize their full potential. Our skilled and creative workforce is comprised of
individuals drawn from a broad cross section of the communities in which we operate and who reflect a
variety of backgrounds, talents, perspectives and experiences. Our strong commitment to a culture of
inclusion is evident through our constant focus on recruiting, developing and advancing individuals based
on their skills and talents.

